
Perth and �inross �ocal Development Plan � Proposed Plan Representation Form 

Please read the notes below before completing this form. Completed forms should be 
returned to the Local Development Plans Team:  DevelopmentPlan@pkc.gov.uk 

Please complete all 4 sections of the Plan, this will allow us to process your representation 
accurately and quickly. If you have comments on several documents or parts of the Plan please 
use separate forms for each. 

 
The period of representation will end at 4pm on Tuesday 10th April 2012 and it is essential that 
you ensure that representations are with us by then. 
 
�our representation will be considered as part of the �ocal Development Plan preparation process 
and will be processed by employees of Perth � �inross Council�s �nvironment Service.  
Representations and any information you provide �except signatures, email addresses and phone 
numbers) will be available for public inspection, published online and may be shared with other 
appropriate professionals and service providers.  �nder the terms of the Data Protection Act 1��8 
you are entitled to know what personal information Perth and �inross Council holds about you, on 
payment of a fee of �10. 
 
�nce we have your representation�s) we will acknowledge them and inform you when the 
Proposed Plan has been submitted to Scottish �inisters for examination.  Scottish �overnment 
guidance indicates that representations should be a maximum of 2000 words to provide the 
�xamination Reporter with concise representations that can be resolved through written 
representations, hearings or a public inquiry as part of the examination process. 
 
 
 
1. Contact details �only representations that include full contact details are valid)

Name 

Address and  
Postcode 
 

Telephone no. 

�mail address 
Note� email is our preferred method for contacting you � if you do not wish to receive correspondence by 
email, please tick this box�   
 
2. Which document are you making a representation on? 
Proposed Plan 

Supplementary �uidance 

S�A �nvironmental Report � Addendum 2 

S�A �R Addendum 2 - Appendices

 

If making a representation on Supplementary  
�uidance, please state the name of the document� 
 

3. Which part of the document are you making a representation on? 

Policy ref.           or 
Site ref.            or 
Chapter    Page no.      Paragraph no. 

 

Pete Rawcliffe

Alma Cottage, West Brougham Street, Stanley, PH1 4NH

X X

Stanley - policy and housing site allocations
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Perth and �inross �ocal Development Plan � Proposed Plan Representation Form 

4. What is your representation? 
 
Are you supporting the Plan� 
Or
Would you like to see a change to the Plan�  Please state this change. 

Please include the reason for supporting the Plan�requesting a change. 
 

The Submit button will open an email addressed to the LDP team 
and attach this form, at this point you will have the opportunity to 
add text to the email and attach any supporting information.
To submit your form you then have to send the email.

No

The finalised needs to provide more detail on the phasing of the proposed development. It should indicate                 
that 150 houses that can be built before 2024 is a maximum and includes the circa 75 houses that already                
have planning permission in the village. It should also state that site preparation and building works should                  
not start on any of the sites until building has stopped on the sites currently with permission for housing        
development. The finalised plan should also provide greater clarity on 1) the topics to be covered in the                 
master plan, 2) the process for its preparation, including timing, who should be involved in developing the                 
plan and signing it off and on the need for proper and effective community consultation on it and 3) the           
responsibility for implementation and funding of it. 

In relation to Stanley, the draft plan lacks strategic rationale and vision. It suggests that as a principal               
settlement identified in the Tayplan, 300 houses should be allocated to the village. Despite this significant               
growth of circa 30% in the number of houses and some 50% in population, all planning matters concerning                 
the land-use and transport considerations are neatly parked for consideration at some time in the future. 

At present, Stanley is a distinct and unique village with a strong cultural heritage and unique identify.                            
To keep it this way requires a careful approach to development, especially given its inclusion in the Perth                  
core area. The lack of detail in relation to Stanleyin the draft plan is therefore extremely unhelpful and                     
needs to be addressed in the finalised local plan.

Furrther detail on these two points is provided in the attached document to this form

SubmitPrintSave a copy
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Additional comments from Pete Rawcliffe, Alma Cottage, West Brougham Street 
Stanley

In relation to Stanley, the draft plan lacks strategic rationale and vision. It suggests that as a 
principal settlement identified in the Tayplan, 300 houses should be allocated to the village. 
Despite this significant growth of circa 30% in the number of houses and some 50% in 
population, all planning matters concerning the land-use and transport considerations are 
neatly parked for consideration at some time in the future.  

At present, Stanley is a distinct and unique village with a strong cultural heritage and unique 
identify. To keep it this way requires a careful approach to development. The lack of detail in 
relation to Stanley in the draft plan is therefore extremely unhelpful and needs to be addressed 
in the finalised local plan as follows. 

Housing Allocation and phasing 

1. The finalised local plan should confirm that the 300 houses are a maximum, and that this 
number includes the circa 75 houses which already have, or nearly have, planning 
permission in the village.  

2. The finalised local plan should confirm that the housing should be phased, so that each 
site is developed in its entirety before the next is started. In practice, this means that 
‘phase one’ should consist of the agreed development of H31 and H33. Only when 
building on these sites has been completed should any of the other sites be considered.  

Land for Employment

3. No provision has been made in the draft plan for local business/employment use.  The 
draft refers to “the need to identify and provide 1ha of employment land” with no further 
detail.  The finalised local plan should show where this is to be situated within the village 
and provision of this land should eb a pre requisite of allowing such large scale 
development within Stanley in order to follow the policy of sustainable development.   

Master Plan 

4. The finalised local plan should confirm that a master plan for the village should be 
developed before to any other sites apart from H33 and H33 are developed.  

5. The finalised local plan should confirm that a steering group for preparing the master plan 
should be established which includes representatives of the Community Council and the 
Development Trust. Development of the master plan should be community led and 
subject to full community consultation paid for by the developers and overseen by a  
community-led steering group. 

6. The finalised local plan should confirm that the master plan will only be approved by 
Perth & Kinross Council if the Community Council and the Development Trust support it   

7. The finalised local plan should confirm that the master plan should identify open space 
provision, play facilities, paths and community facilities that are needed along with an 
agreed timescale for their development. It should also set out the comprehensive 
landscape plan for the village, together with improvements to road layout and design that 
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will be essential to cater for increased volumes of traffic associated with these 
developments.  

8. The finalised local plan should confirm that all reasonable costs associated with 
implementation of the master plan will be met from developer contributions, as per 
council policy. For community related facilities including buildings, open space, play 
facilities and paths, the Development Trust should be the appropriate body to administer 
these agreed developer contributions on behalf of the community. 

9. Provision, including funding, of enhanced community facilities (and additional provision 
for schooling and health) must be in place prior to any development other than H31 and 
H33 being approved.   

Transport and Travel considerations 

10. The finalised local plan should confirm that transport infrastructure will be improved 
before other sites in the village are developed other than H31 and H33. Such measures 
should include implementation of the core path/cycle way between Stanley and Luncarty. 
A 40 mph speed limit should also be put in place on the road between Stanley and 
Luncarty. 

11. The finalised local plan should confirm that the development of other sites in the village 
is dependent on a grade separated junction being put in place on the A9 Tullybelton-
Stanley junction – as per the recent consultation from Transport Scotland.   
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Your Details
An asterisk (*) indicates a required field.

Your Name: * Tom Esparon

Organisation Name:

Agent Name:

Address 1: * Takamaka

Address 2 Drunzie

Address 3 Glenfarg

Postcode: * PH2 9PE

Phone Number:

Email Address: * t

Site Name: H54 Scotlandwell

Contact Person: Me My Agent

Your comments will be applied to the following items:

7 Kinross-shire Area Spatial Strategy - 7.17 Scotlandwell/Kilmagadwood - Paragraph 7.17.4

I support the Kinross Local Development Plan officer for including site H54, Scotlandwell, as a potential housing site as it is a natural
extension of the Village.
Tom Esparon
Perthshire

Page 1 of 2
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